In this paper, some distributed approximation algorithms for uncapacitated facility location problem and fault-tolerant facility location problem are summarized, respectively. The worst-case run time of the distributed version of the uncapacitated facility location problem is ( ) O n , where n is the number of network nodes. In addition, the approximation approach for the fault-tolerant facility location problem is also implemented in a distributed and asynchronous manner within ( ) O n rounds of communication.
Introduction
During the last few years, the study of distributed approximation has attracted a lot of attention and has resulted in several fundamental results that shed new light into the possibilities and limitations of distributed computing. As the theory of approximation has lead to an understanding of principles in complexity theory, the study of distributed approximation has the potential of providing a deeper understanding of the underlying distributed models [12] . In this paper, we investigate the distributed manner for one of the most studied problems in operations research and the theory of approximation, the facility location problem [1] [2] [3] . The facility location problem is one of the most studied problems in operations research and combinatorial optimization. In its classical interpretation the goal of facility location is to find optimal places for industrial facilities (e.g., restaurants, factories, supermarkets.) such that a combination of customer satisfaction and building or maintenance cost is minimized.
However, the facility location problem has also applications in other scenarios. An interesting example is content distribution in networks. In such an application, it becomes interesting to develop distributed algorithms for the facility location problem. It is essential to develop distributed algorithms to work in a network environment lack of global knowledge: global state information is either impractical to be collected or will be outdated when it is ready to be used. A distributed algorithm is also helpful to offload the central server and reduce the amount of data transferring in the network [17, 18] . Uncapacitated Facility Location (UFL) [1, 19, 20] is one the classical problem that has been widely studied in operations research. In this problem, we are given a set of facilities F and a set of cities C . For each facility i F  , a non-negative number i f is given as the opening cost of facility i ;
and for every facility-city pair ( , ) i j a connection cost ij c between facility i and city j C  . The goal of the problem is to open a subset of the facilities in F , and connect each city to an open facility so that the total cost is minimized. In UFL, only one connection is required for each city which is not the case in many application scenarios and therefore researchers extend the problem by proposing Fault-Tolerant Facility Location (FTFL) [2] . In FTFL, each client j C  has connectivity requirement j r and has to be assigned to j r distinct facilities instead of just one, to achieve fault-tolerance capability in case of a connection or facility fails.
Related Works
In centralized setting, existing algorithms for UFL mainly use rounding technique or primal-dual scheme. The first constant-factor approximation algorithm for this problem was due to Shmoys et al. [3] , who gave a 3.16-approximation algorithm using the filtering technique of Lin and Vitter [4] to round the optimal solution of a linear program. Charikar and Guha obtained an 1.853-approximation algorithm and an 1.728-approximation algorithm [5] by using primal-dual theory and greedy augmentation; Jain et al. presented greedy algorithms based on dual fitting and factor-revealing LP technique, achieving approximation guarantee 1.861and 1.61 [2, 6] ; Mahdian et al. further improved the approximation ratio to 1.52 [7] using a scaling and greedy augmentation procedure based on the JMS Algorithm. Byrka [1] modified the Chudak and Shmoys's algorithm and obtained a 1.5-approximation algorithm, which are currently the best known for the problem.
Fault Tolerant Facility Location [8] is a generalization of UFL, where connectivity at different cities (i.e., the number of distinct facilities that serve a city) is specified to meet fault-tolerant requirements. Guha et al obtained a 3.16-approximation algorithm by rounding the optimal fractional solution to the problem and further improve the result to 2.41 by employing a greedy local improvement step [9] . Recently, Swamy and Shmoys presented a 2.076-approximation by using LP rounding [10] . All these results hold for both uniform connectivity case and non-uniform connectivity case (general case). Guha and Khuller proved that the best approximation factor (lower bound) to UFL is 1.463 [11] , this result also holds for fault-tolerant version of the problem.
In paper [16] , Jain and Varian claim that their primal-dual algorithm for the metric case of the facility location problem was also suitable in a distributed setting. However, this is only the case if either message-size is unbounded, or the algorithm's time-complexity depends on the size of the problem instance. That is, their primal-dual algorithm cannot be applied if the number of communication rounds is restricted to an arbitrary constant.
The first algorithm for distributed facility location was given [12] . Their algorithm provides a balance between the running time (number of communication rounds) and the resulting approximation ratio. In particular, their algorithm achieves an
with a message size of (log ) O n bits. Here, m and n denotes the number of facilities and clients, respectively and is a coefficient that depends on the cost values of the input instance. Frank and Romer [13] consider the metric facility location on multi-hop networks, using the 1.61-approximation due to Jain et al. [8] , they show how to implement the algorithm in a distributed setting without any degradation in the approximation factor. Gehweiler et al. [14] present a constant-approximation, constant-round distributed algorithm using only (log ) O n bits per message, for the uniform facility location problem, where all opening costs are identical and the underlying network is a clique. In paper [15] , there is a distributed algorithm designed for the fault-tolerant version of the problem (i.e. FTFL). However, they are able to use the above works for reference and in particular, they adapt the algorithm in [13] to the fault-tolerant version of the problem and provide approximation analysis for the new algorithm in the general case wherein all cities have non-uniform connectivity requirements.
Distributed Algorithms for UFL
In this section, we are given a set F of facilities, a set C of clients (also known as cities or customers), a cost i f for opening a facility i F  to an open facility such that the sum of connection and opening costs is minimized. In paper [2] , Jain devised two centralized approximation algorithms for the facility location problem.
Both use the notion of a star ( , )
i B consisting of a facility i and a set of clients B C  . The algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Centralized approximation algorithm Begin
Step1. Let U C 
Step 2. While U   do
Step 3. To find most cost-efficient star ( , ) i B with B U  ;
Step 4. Open facility i (if not already open);
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Step 5. Let ( )
Step distributed algorithms are shown in the following. While these algorithms require that each client communicates with each facility and vice versa, the algorithms can be also applied locally such that each node communicates only with its network neighbors.
Algorithm 2 Distributed Algorithm for Facility i

Begin
Step 1. Let U C 
Step 2. repeat
Step 3. Find most cost-efficient star ( , ) i B with B U 
Step 4. Send ( , ) c i B to all j U 
Step 5. Receive "connect-requests" from set *
B U 
Step 6. If
Step 7. Open facility i (if not already open)
Step 8.
Send "open" to all i F 
Step 9. Let \ U U B 
Step 10. Let
Step 13. Until U  
End
As in Algorithm 2, this time each facility i maintains a set U of unconnected clients which is initially equal to C . Facilities start around by finding the most cost-efficient star ( , ) i B with respect to U and sending there respective cost efficiency ( , ) c i B to all clients in B . In turn, the clients can expect to receive cost-efficiency numbers ( , ) c i B from all facilities i F  . In order to connect the most cost-efficiency star among the many existing ones, clients reply to the facility Step 4. send "connect-request" to * i
Step 5. if received "open" from * i then
Step 6. set
Step 8. until connected
Step 9
. on "open" from i with ( ) ij j j c c  
Step 10. set where each pair of facilities is interconnected by at least one client, and assume that facilities in the chain have monotonously decreasing cost efficiencies. Each client situated between two facilities will send a "connect-request" to only one of them (the more cost efficient), thus the second cannot open. In this example, only the facility at the end of the chain can be opened in one round. Similarly, once at least one facility is open, it could happen that in each round only one client connects to this facility.
The worst-case runtime is ( ) O n , in which n is the number of network nodes.
Distributed Approaches for FTFL
In paper [15] , a distributed algorithm for FTFL problem was provided. FTFL is a generalization of the UFL problem where each client has independent fault-tolerance requirement on connectivity. 
Given two sets F and C as well as i f , j r and ij c for any i F  and j C  , the algorithm select the most cost-efficient star repeatedly and up-date related variants until all the cities are fully-connected (i.e., there are j r connections for each j C  ). Specifically, let U be the set of not-fully-connected cities and \ C U is the set of fully-connected cities, cost efficiency of a star The facility-side algorithm and city-side algorithm can be seen as a fault-tolerant extension to Frank and Römer's algorithms for UFL [5] .
Algorithm 4 Facility-Side Algorithm for FTFL Problem Begin
Step 1. Set U C  and round number 1 q  .
Step 2. While U   
End
In the facility-side algorithm, each facility maintains a list of cities which are not fully-connected and a facility starts a conversation by sending the cost efficiency value of are the star centered at itself to all the members cities. Step 5. Send request to * i to be connected and signal "not selected" to others.
Step 6. Receive signal from * i .
Step 7. If the signal is "open"
Step 8. Set
Step 9. If j p r 
Step 10. Send signal "fully-connected" to all facilities. End
In the city-side, each city compares the values of efficiency sent from all facilities and request to connect to the facility with minimum cost efficiency. If a facility receive connection request from all of its members, the facility is opened with corresponding signal sent to the member cities, otherwise the facility send signal "not-open" to its member cities. Once a city receives a signal "open" from a facility which is requested to be connected by itself, they are connected and if this happens to be the j r connection, the city also sends signal "fully connected" to all facilities. When a facility receives a "fully-connected" signal from a client, it excludes the city from its list. A facility quits when its list is empty and the algorithms ends when all facilities have quitted.
Consider the same worst case as in [13] where in a chain of facilities interconnected by at least one city. In this case, only the facility at one end can be opened in one round if the cost efficiencies are monotonously increasing along the chain. It is clear that the number of rounds required is at most n , where max(| |,| |) n C F  . It is not hard to see that if we order the stars opened in the distributed algorithm according to their cost efficiencies, it would be exactly same to those opened in the centralized algorithm. As such we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2
The distributed approach for FTFL problem can also be completed in ( ) O n rounds of communication with each message no more than (log ) O n bits.
Proof: The proof is similar to [12] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we have analyzed and summarized the researches on the distributed approximation algorithms for the uncapacitated facility location problem and fault-tolerant facility location problem. Many applications of the facility location problem such as caching in the Internet inherently apply to distribute settings. For example, the use of facility location algorithms to address configuration tasks in multi-hop networks can flexibly implement many sensor-network configuration problems, such as an energy-efficient clustering, a clustering in which cluster leaders can connect nodes through multiple hops, or a configuration in which cluster leaders are chosen based on their distance to the sink. We claim that many more such applications of the problem can be found. However, there is a question. The fact that in the centralized case, the metric facility location problem allows constant approximations raises hope for faster approximations algorithms in distributed settings.
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